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Abstract—Reducing the number of attributes by preventing
the occurrence of incompatibilities and eliminating existing noise
in the original data is an important goal in different frameworks,
such as in those focused on modelling and processing incomplete
information in information systems. Bireducts were introduced
in Rough Set Theory (RST) as one successful solution for
achieving a balance between the elimination of attributes and
the characterization of objects that the remaining attributes can
still distinguish. This paper considers bireducts in a general
framework in which attributes induce tolerance relations over
the available objects. In order to compute the new reducts and
bireducts a characterization based on a general discernibility
function is given.

Index Terms—Attributes reduction, tolerance relations, dis-
cernibility function, information bireducts.

I. INTRODUCTION

Two complementary approaches to treat imperfect knowl-

edge are Fuzzy Set Theory (FST) introduced by Zadeh [11]

and Rough Set Theory (RST) proposed by Pawlak [9]. In FST,

the elements belong to a set considering a certain degree of

truth. On the other hand, RST computes approximations of

concepts from incomplete information.

One of the main goal is to reduce databases keeping the

same information. To this end, the reducts, minimal subsets

of attributes preserving the original information, were studied

in [3], [6], [8].

In this paper, we also consider bireducts, which are an

extension the notion of reduct, that is, a subset of attributes

and a subset of objects that prevent the occurrence of incom-

patibilities and eliminating existing noise in the original data.

Throughout the paper, we work with information reducts

and information bireducts, as well as with decision reducts

and decision bireducts. We also take into consideration sim-

ilarity and tolerance relations in order to provide a natural

relationship of distance among the elements of the universe. In

some cases, a tolerance relation can be more appropriate since,

for instance, the transitivity constraints imposed by similarity

relations may produce conflicts with user’s specifications or

the exclusive use of similarity relations may cause wrong mod-

eling of vague information. The notions and results obtained

considering this framework is deeply studied in [2].
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II. (BI)REDUCTS IN INFORMATION SYSTEM

In this section we are going to present the notions of reduct

and bireduct of an information system. First of all, we recall

the idea of tolerance relation.

If we consider an information system A = (U,A), a fuzzy

tolerance relation family {Ea : Va ×Va → [0, 1] | a ∈ A} and

a family of values ∆ = {δa ∈ [0, 1] | a ∈ A ∪ {d}}, we can

define, for each a ∈ A, the relations Ta,δa as:

Ta,δa = {(v, w) ∈ Va × Va | δa ≤ Ea(v, w)} (1)

Note that each relation Ta,δa is straightforwardly a toler-

ance relation. Moreover, in the general environment of an

information system or decision system, each attribute can have

different nature and so, different thresholds could be assumed

for each attribute. For further information about tolerance rela-

tions see [7]. For some examples on how to employ tolerance

relations in rough set mechanisms of attribute reduction see,

e.g. [10].

Based on a family of tolerance relations E = {Ra ⊆ Va ×
Va | a ∈ A}, the notion of discernibility is generalized as

follows.

Definition 1: Given an information system A = (U,A), a

subset B ⊆ A and a tolerance relation family E = {Ra ⊆
Va × Va | a ∈ A}, we say that objects x, y ∈ U are EB-

similar if for all a ∈ B we have

(a(x), a(y)) ∈ Ra

Otherwise, we say that objects x, y ∈ U are EB-discordant,

that is, if the following holds

{a ∈ B | (a(x), a(y)) 6∈ Ra} 6= ∅

In the following definition, we present the notion of E-

information reduct, the generalization of reduct considering

tolerance relations.

Definition 2: The set B ⊆ A is called E-information reduct

if B satisfies that every pair x, y ∈ U , which is E-discordant,

is also EB-discordant, and B is irreducible with respect to this

property, that is, there is no C ( B such that all pairs x, y ∈ U

are EC-discordant.

Analogously, we generalize the notion of information

bireduct.
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Definition 3: Let A = (U,A) be an information system.

The pair (X,B), where X ⊆ U and B ⊆ A, is called E-

information bireduct if and only if all pairs x, y ∈ X are EB-

discordant and, B is irreducible and X is inextensible with

respect to this property.

III. (BI)REDUCT IN DECISION SYSTEM

In this section, we will present the notions and result

needed in order to study the knowledge of a decision system.

We generalize the notion of decision reduct. Throughout this

section, we consider a decision system A = (U,A ∪ d), that

is, a set of objects, a set of attributes and a decision attribute.

Definition 4: Let A = (U,A ∪ d) a decision system. A

subset B ⊆ A is called E-decision reduct if B satisfies that

every x, y ∈ U , which is Ed-discordant and E-discordant, is

also EB-discordant, and B is irreducible with respect to this

property.

In order to compute the reducts, we are going to use the

generalization of the unidimensional discernibility function.

Definition 5: The unidimensional E-discernibility function

of A, is defined as the following conjunctive normal form

(CNF):

τ uni
A

=
∧

{

∨

{a ∈ A | (a(x), a(y)) 6∈ Ra} | x, y ∈ U ,

(d(x), d(y)) 6∈ Rd}

where the elements of A are the propositional symbols of the

language.

The following result presents a mechanism to compute the

reducts, using the reduced disjunctive normal form associated

with the unidimensional E-discernibility function.

Theorem 1: An arbitrary set B, where B ⊆ A, is a E-

decision reduct of A if and only if the cube
∧

b∈B b is a cube

in the RDNF of τ uni
A

.

Also, we can define the decision bireduct considering a

tolerance relation.

Definition 6: A (E , U)-decision bireduct is a pair (X,B),
where X ⊆ U and B ⊆ A, and satisfy that all x ∈ X and

y ∈ U , with (d(x), d(y)) 6∈ Rd, are EB-discordant and, B is

irreducible and X is inextensible with respect to this property.

The following definition presents the conjunctive normal

form with which the bidimensional E-discernibility function

is defined.

Definition 7: The conjunctive normal form

τ bi
A

=
∧

{

x ∨ y ∨
∨

{a ∈ A | (a(x), a(y)) 6∈ Ra} | x, y ∈ U,

x < y, (d(x), d(y)) 6∈ Rd}

where the elements of U and A are the propositional symbols

of the language, is called the bidimensional E-discernibility

function of A.

This bidimensional E-discernibility function is used in order

to characterize the computation of E-decision bireducts.

Theorem 2: An arbitrary pair (X,B), where X ⊆ U and

B ⊆ A, is a E-decision bireduct if and only if the cube
∧

b∈B b ∧
∧

x/∈X x is a cube in the RDNF of τ bi
A

.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have considered tolerance relations in order to study the

reducts and bireducts in the classical environment of RST. We

have generalized the classical notion of discernibility function,

from which we have characterized the reducts and bireducts

in these environments.

The consideration of tolerance relations within this theory

provides a great flexibility in different environments and

the range of possible applications increase dramatically, for

example, considering fuzzy tolerance relations with thresholds.

In the future, we will consider the theory developed through-

out this paper in order to provide a new reduction method in

fuzzy FCA. In addition, the (bi)reduction proposed for FCA

will be compared with other reduction mechanisms, which re-

duce the size of the concept lattice considering similarities [1],

[5].

Furthermore, we will extend our approach to obtain

bireducts in fuzzy environments, such as in fuzzy rough sets

[3], [4] and we will apply the theory developed in both theories

to practical cases.
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